A method for defining a journal subset for a clinical discipline using the bibliographies of systematic reviews.
Searching for best evidence for clinical decisions in large biomedical databases is problematic because advances in health care practice that are ready for application are but a very dilute constituent in a much larger pool of biomedical literature. Sensitive search strategies have been developed to help alleviate this problem but search precision is still generally low. If "virtual journal subsets" that are likely to include all relevant articles can be defined for clinical discipline areas or disease content areas this will likely improve search precision. To determine whether studies cited in systematic literature reviews can define a journal subset for a given clinical discipline. Survey of the primary studies included in systematic reviews that are relevant to the clinical discipline of nephrology. Four data sources were searched to identify systematic reviews relevant to clinical nephrology: the Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, McMaster PLUS (Premium LiteratUre Service), MEDLINE, and the Renal Health Library. Three research assistants recorded data pertinent to each of the included primary studies. 195 systematic reviews relevant to nephrology were defined and the 2,779 unique original articles they cited were concentrated in 466 journals, with 90% of the articles in 217 titles. This journal subset can be stored online and used when searching the large biomedical data-bases such as MEDLINE. The bibliographies of systematic reviews can be used to define a journal subset for a clinical discipline area.